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Accounts Payable (AP) teams can feel like they’re drowning in the sheer volume of paper that lands in their in-

trays each day. This inundation can result in delays in the relevant departments receiving invoices, difficulties in

information matching, too many exceptions holding up the process and delays in making approvals.

The top two drivers for organisations to reassess their AP function are time and money – lowering processing

costs and speeding up processing times. There are a number of additional factors that are key in why companies

are, increasingly, focusing on enabling electronic AP transactions, and they are: 

· the use of preferred suppliers where purchasing is easier to control   

· fewer exceptions leading to fewer blocked payments 

· an easier process for suppliers to follow when submitting invoices 

· fewer mistakes 

· better visibility into cash flow 

· a more strategic positioning of the AP department within the whole organisation.
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Visibility into liabilities and operating expenses is the basic requirement for most major functions within a

business.

For AP, a high degree of visibility can bring insights into employee productivity, how effective individual

processes such as capture, classification and validation are, how long it takes to process an invoice, and cash

flow optimisation. It is also used to give an overview of more strategic elements such as improved forecasting

and management of near-term cash requirements, as well as potential breaches of company policy and

procedural requirements. With this potential for a higher degree of influence highlighted, it follows that a

majority of finance professionals are increasingly keen to gain more visibility into the intricacies of their

company’s financial operations.

2. C ol l abor ati on2. C ol l abor ati on

Cross-functional coordination among the main stakeholders, such as accounts payable, procurement, finance,

treasury and suppliers is vital to creating an environment where key information flows easily between them.

Without this flow, operational executives are less equipped to make optimal capital decisions, the procurement

team may miss out on the best negotiation opportunities with important suppliers, and suppliers and internal

stakeholders are unable to track the status of an invoice.

Without collaborative ways of working detailed processes such as setting up different approval and routing

rules based on different types of invoices or supplier arrangements become more challenging. Whether a system

is PO-based, non-PO-based or pre-approved, and maintaining good relationships with suppliers – these can all

be time-consuming elements of AP’s role in an organisation. It stands to reason, then, that improved

collaboration with procurement and suppliers is a top priority of AP teams.

3. C ontr ol3. C ontr ol

Good audit controls ensure that AP transactions are processed in a way that complies with policies, procedures

and regulations. They help reduce late payment fees, capture negotiated discounts and early payment discounts,

eliminate duplicate invoice payments, and prevent fraudulent payments.

4. A utom ati on4. A utom ati on

Last, but not least, automation is a critical foundation to lowering costs and streamlining each of the four AP

sub-processes of invoice receipt, approval and inquiry, validation and reconciliation, and settlements.

A P  p er for m anc e benefi tsA P  p er for m anc e benefi ts
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Employing technological solutions to manage invoices and workflow and electronic payment methods reduces

the inefficiency of manual and paper-based processes. An automated AP solution streamlines and dramatically

improves performance by using a huge range of capabilities, including: e-invoicing, scanning and workflow;

online tracking and reporting; mobile solutions; electronic invoice dashboards and supplier portals; supplier

networks; payment services; and spend analytics for all invoices. Really smart automation solutions are also

programmed for machine learning, enabling the system to learn as it goes and more accurately capture data

from differing invoice formats, including handwritten elements.

  

A P  p er c ep ti on benefi tsA P  p er c ep ti on benefi ts

But the benefits of automation go beyond these process-based drivers. Successful automation also changes the

way companies view their AP teams, giving them more value as partners in the business. By removing time-

consuming, manual tasks staff can focus on more strategic cross-departmental collaborations, while giving AP

access to deep insights into data that has previously been too difficult to tap helps position the department as a

valuable source of business intelligence.

C hoosi ng the r i ght sup p l i er  C hoosi ng the r i ght sup p l i er  

Any organisation considering taking the plunge into automation should carry out due diligence into the potential

supplier’s customer base and market share, its strength in the AP environment, and its specific expertise in all

aspects of the invoice-to-payment function.

A really competent supplier provides a strong design, development and set-up timeline, will create an easy-to-

use solution that integrates with and enhances your existing systems, has optimum reporting and analytics

capabilities, and supports a range of capture formats for the most accurate data. In addition, it’s helpful to know

whether your chosen supplier has experience with multinational installations and understands regulatory,

procedural and cultural differences – including licensing – and supports different languages and currencies.
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